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**UNETE THROUGHOUT MEXICO**

- **7,496** Media Labs
- **9,461** Schools Supported
- **2,776,688** Students Learn with UNETE
- **113,762** Educators Teach with UNETE

More than the total of public school teachers in the states of Baja California Sur, Campeche, Colima, Nayarit, Morelos y Quintana Roo together (2)

More than the total of students attending basic school in Chile: 1,914,000 (1)

UNETE Community

- More than **27,366** registered teachers in the educational portal

**EDUCATIONAL SERVICES**

- **90.3%** of beneficiaries state that the services are of good quality and have improved their knowledge of technology (Filantrofilia 2012)

- **Mentoring**

- **More than 1,200** schools benefited from classroom intervention

- **Contents**

- **More than 180 GB** educational content preloaded on school servers

**HAPPINESS AND MOTIVATION**

UNETE supported students are more motivated to learn and happier than their peers at non-UNETE supported schools. (Teachers Country)

**ECONOMIC MULTIPLIER**

For every $1 peso invested by UNETE, **$25.6 pesos** are created to benefit Mexican society in the following 5 years (Social Return on Investment RS0I)

**INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT**

In 2014 UNETE was evaluated by Certifield by GPTW in 2014 and 2015 and by CEMEFI in 2014

**3.75** on a range 4.0 scale A+ rating more high granted in Mexico

---
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